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NOTICE OF MEETING
You are hereby summoned to attend a meeting of South Side Task and Finish Group
to be held on Thursday, 6 May 2021 commencing at 1.00 pm. This will be a remote
meeting held via Microsoft Teams in accordance with The
THIS MEETING MAY
Local
Authorities
and
Crime
Panels
BE RECORDED *
(Coronavirus)(Flexibility of Meetings)(England and Wales)
Regulations 2020.
https://tinyurl.com/ymd2hc5m or by tel: +44 20 3795 6572 (Conf. ID: 842 687 976#)

M Saccoccio
Town Clerk

AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Schedule 12 of the Local Government Act 1972 requires a record be kept of the
Members present and that this record form part of the minutes of the meeting.
Members who cannot attend a meeting should tender apologies to the Town
Clerk.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF ABSENCE
(i)

(ii)

Under the Localism Act 2011 (sections 26-37 and Schedule 4) and in
accordance with the Council’s Code of Conduct, Members are required to
declare any interests which are not currently entered in the Member’s
Register of Interests or if he/she has not notified the Monitoring Officer of
it.
Should any Member have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in an item on
the agenda, the Member may not participate in consideration of that item
unless a Dispensation has first been requested (in writing) and granted by
the Council (see Dispensation Procedure).

This will be a remote meeting held via Microsoft Teams in accordance with The Local Authorities
and Crime Panels (Coronavirus)(Flexibility of Meetings)(England and Wales) Regulations 2020

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP

3.

Thursday, 6 May 2021

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
To receive questions and statements from members of the public in respect of
any item of business included in the agenda, as provided for in Standing Order
No.s 3(f) and 3(g).

4.

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING (Pages 1 - 4)
(a) To receive and approve as a correct record the minutes of the South Side
Task and Finish Group meeting held on 22 March 2021 (attached) in
accordance with Standing Order 12.
(b) To receive information updates on matters arising from the previous
meeting (if appropriate).

5.

VENUE EXAMPLES (Pages 5 - 8)
To welcome guests Rechelle Dua and Daniel Waller and receive information on
the Leighton Library and Theatre facility.

6.

7.

FORMULATION OF COMMUNITY NEEDS FOR LSHS (Pages 9 - 20)
(a)

To receive and consider a discussion paper which considers a process
for a proposed consultation for a facility on LSHS.

(b)

To receive the Summary paper V2, updated from previous meeting to
assist discussion.

FUTURE MEETING DATE
To confirm the next meeting date.

* Phones and other equipment may be used to film, audio record, tweet or blog from this meeting by an individual Council member,
officer or member of the public. No part of the meeting room is exempt from public filming unless the meeting resolves to go into
exempt session. The use of images or recordings arising from this is not within the Council’s control.

Agenda Item 4
LEIGHTON-LINSLADE TOWN COUNCIL
SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP
MONDAY 22 MARCH 2021 AT 1000 HOURS
Present:

Councillors

Also in attendance:

Members of the Public:

15/SS

V Harvey
S Owen (Vice Chair)
T Morris
C Palmer (Chair)
S Hemmings
V Cannon Head of Cultural & Economic
Services
M Jahn, Committee Officer
S Caldbeck, Central Bedfordshire Council

0

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence had been received from Councillor Spurr.

16/SS

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Members were asked to declare any interests, including the nature of those
interests, which they had in any of the items under consideration at this meeting.
Councillor Palmer declared an interest as a member of LB Society and LB
Archeological and History Society. Councillor Harvey declared an interest as a
Member of LB Society and LB Friends of the Earth.

17/SS

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
There were no questions from members of the public.

18/SS

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
(a)
The group received the draft minutes of the South Side Task & Finish
Group held on the 14 December 2020.
Minute ref 10/SS Venue Examples; a request was made to add to the minutes
so the versatility and size of the venue was emphasised. The sentences below
were added –
It was noted that the size of a venue could be influential to whether or not it was
on the touring circuit, i.e. host national touring shows and perfomances. The
Neeld did receive touring shows.
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South Side Task & Finish Group

22 MARCH 2021

The venue had a bar/café which was seen as an important income stream. It
was felt that more could be made of the facility to boost income further.
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting of the South Side Task & Finish
Group held on 14 December 2020 be approved as a correct record and
would be signed at a later date when safe to do so.
(b)
No updates were made as they would be covered in the remainder of the
agenda.
19/SS

SUMMARY PAPER – LEARNING AND OPTIONS
The Task and Finish Group received a summary document of all suggested
options from previous meetings for further review and discussion. This
document could be added to as a working document when new
ideas/information received.
Members agreed that refinements and quantification would be needed on what
facilities were preferred and what the precise demand would be. Sam Caldbeck
agreed that a document like this was of use and that all facilities in the local
area should be considered to eradicate duplication of use.
A suggestion was made by Councillor Owen that this document should be made
into a working spreadsheet which could be updated by all members of the Task
and Finish Group and would show what we have already in the town and what
could be needed. All members agreed this would be a good option to follow
and Councillor Owen volunteered to put this together before the next meeting.
Members also agreed the focus should still be the town centre as that is what
the Task and Finish Group was formed to do and once the draft document had
been agreed by the Group it could be shared with Central Bedfordshire Council.
It was queried whether there should be a timeframe to complete the document
by. Sam Caldbeck confirmed the planning was in early stages and the
timeframe was not urgent as development of Land South would not be
imminent. Once Cornerstones produced their Options Analysis then the work
could move forward with eventual public consultation.
At present the Options Analysis was at a basic stage to establish a realistic
option to deliver once this research had been completed more detailed
recommendations and options could be sought.
Cornerstones had been asked for development options for Land South either
as a commercially viable project or part-funded. A second set of experts had
been asked to look at the development from a purely commercial view and once
all had been completed they would be brought together and a practical way of
offering the facilities required would be suggested.
A suggestion was made that using a vacant property, if a suitable one becomes
available within the town centre, might be an option to test the audience.
Community groups could use the space and this could be monitored and if
successful would be a good indication of what facilities were wanted in the town.
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South Side Task & Finish Group

22 MARCH 2021

Sam Caldbeck agreed this would be an option worth looking into. Members
agreed this should be managed by the Cultural & Economic Services Committee
if progressed, as it was beyond the remit of this Task & Finish Group.
RESOLVED to note the information.
20/SS

UPDATE ON OPTIONS ANALYSIS – SOUTHSIDE DEVELOPMENT
Members were informed that the Options Analysis was yet to be received and
should realistically be completed by April 2021. Once this had been completed
it would be brought back to this Group and Cornerstones could be invited to
attend.
It was confirmed that the inclusion of Incubator Business Space would also be
included within the site which would help with commercial funding of the facility.
Based on current market conditions a mixed use scheme may not be viable at
present on this site but once conditions improve this could change. Discussions
with the various landowners of the site were continuing and any development
would improve the land for these landowners.
Vivien Cannon and Sam Caldbeck to liaise on the date of the next meeting in
April 2021.
RESOLVED to note the information.

21/SS

UK LEVELLING UP FUND
The Task and Finish Group received a verbal update on the options of funding
available from the Government.
The new Levelling Up fund had wrapped a lot of funds together which included
the Future High Street Fund. There were now 3 priorities when appllying for the
Levelling Up Fund, 1 being the highest and 3 the lowest. Leighton-Linslade had
been given a level 3 priority. This meant it was still possible to apply for funds
but the higher your priority the more likelihood of success. Also schemes and
bids had to be ready to go which would probably exclude applying in our current
position for this area of work although Central Bedfordshire Council may have
other approriate schemes to consider putting forward on a Highways/transport
theme for example. Other funds might become available by the time Land South
comes to fruition.
RESOLVED to note the information.

22/SS

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
RESOLVED that, under the Public Bodies (Admissions to Meetings) Act
1960, the public be excluded on the grounds of the confidential nature of
the business about to be transacted which involves the likely disclosure
of exempt information. The public and press to withdraw from the meeting
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South Side Task & Finish Group

22 MARCH 2021

during consideration of detailed discussion regarding: unadopted 2016
Development Study.
23/SS

DOCUMENTATION FOR LAND SOUTH OF THE HIGH STREET
It was confirmed the document provided had never been adopted and was just
provided as an information document for this group and would not be circulated
widely. It was not up-to-date and conditions had moved on since it was
produced.
RESOLVED to note the information.

The meeting closed at 1136 hours.
I HEREBY CONFIRM THAT THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND ACCURATE RECORD
OF THE MEETING HELD ON 22 MARCH 2021.

Chair

TBC
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Agenda Item 5
South Side Task and Finish Group

6 May 2021

INFORMATION SHEET
LEIGHTON BUZZARD LIBRARY THEATRE:
https://www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/info/81/leisure_and_countryside/435/leighton
_buzzard_library_theatre/5
Rechelle Dua Cultural and Engagement Manager
Rechelle.Dua@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk
Daniel Waller Library Services Manager
Daniel.Waller@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk
Additional information requested:
1. How well utilised the facilities are and how many rooms etc are available?
2. What enquiries does the library have to turn away because it cannot meet the
requirements?
3. Costs and revenue?
INTRODUCTION
Below is a basic list of the offer at Leighton Buzzard Centre (library and theatre).
Please note that the list is in addition to the normal offer around lending books.
General accessibility: automatic doors, internal lift, easy access to public parking,
ramp, toilets
Library
 Select and Collect – currently running and available to all
 Home Library Service – criteria extended to accommodate those who do not
wish to visit a public space or building at this time to (e.g. customers can
select up to 10 items to be delivered to their home by a volunteer)
 Fun Palace (annual event led by the community and local businesses,
available to all)
 PC access (free internet access, free access to software)
 Free Wi-Fi
 Document print facilities (Microfilm and fiche prints. Photocopier)
 Meeting room hire
 Adult Learning Room (use by Adult Education)
 Registration Service use space within the library too (first floor)
 Children
o Micro:bits
o Junior makers (creative making opportunities by young people, be
it craft workshops or sessions that use K’Nex etc)
o Ad hoc themed craft sessions
o Lego club (weekly)
o Chatter books
o Homework club/space
o Summer Reading Challenge
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South Side Task and Finish Group
o


6 May 2021

Annual children’s theatre in the children’s area

Adults
Colouring club
Knit and natter club
Reading clubs/groups
Ad hoc craft sessions
Ancestry Library
Resource Library
Parents and babies
Rhyme Time (weekly)
Story Time (weekly)
Librarian Theatre – theatre among the bookshelves (sometime for adults and
sometimes for children)
o
o
o
o
o
o





Leighton Buzzard Library Theatre:
 Receives over 24.5k visitors/customers per year
 Majority of visitors are from a variety of locations across the UK and a small
number are international
 Theatre Programme consists of:
o Live productions (varied mix for a varied age range)
o Event cinema - live streamed and recorded live broadcasts from Royal
Opera House, Royal Shakespeare Company and National Theatre
Live.
o Cinema/film – x6 seasons per year, films obtained for screening within
6 weeks of its release date, general screenings, family friendly
screening, club/member screenings such as parent and baby or
movies for the more mature.
o Comedy nights (monthly)
o Venue hire – live productions, private screenings, charity screenings,
charity productions
o Venue facilities which are hired - meeting room/green room (if a
production is on), dressing rooms (x2), auditorium (capacity is 170 to
200 depending on the use of seating or flat floor. Space is hired for
productions, meetings, Q&A sessions, tea dances, etc) and theatre
lounge/bar (also hired out for meetings)
 Accessibility to the theatre – customer lift, two wheelchair spaces within the
auditorium (if seats are out).
Cultural development projects were introduced prior to Covid-19, embedding will
take place post Covid-19. Work to date (that will be expanded on):
 Strategic touring partnership – established relationships with local primary
schools
 Next steps partnership – enhanced and encourage use of the theatre from
primary schools
 Pioneering Partnerships – develop relationships with wider reach of schools to
use arts and culture to deliver part of the education/school curriculum in a
creative way e.g. science through the medium of dance.
 Arts and Culture project (delivered by 4YP) – work commissioned (and
continued during lockdown) to support middle school aged children with SEN,
low self-esteem, low confidence etc.
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This will hopefully give you a flavour of some of the activities happening at the
centre.
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LEIGHTON-LINSLADE TOWN COUNCIL

DRAFT 2/SO

LAND SOUTH SIDE OF THE HIGH STREET (“LSSHS”) T & F GROUP

7 APRIL 2021

FORMULATION OF COMMUNITY NEEDS FOR REDEVELOPMENT OF LSSHS

1. Introduction and purpose
The aim of this paper is to generate a discussion first within the T&F Group and then with other significant parties. The goal is to develop those discussions
into a draft paper that will identify local community needs and aspirations for the LSSHS redevelopment, lead to public consultation so that the document
gains a wide measure of public support, produce a positive influence on the dynamic planning process, and embrace the planning strategy of Central
Bedfordshire Council (“CBC”) which the T & F Group recognises is a major influencer and participant. The paper draws on the previous 12.9.2020 paper from
Cllr Clive Palmer.
2. Timescale
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The aim will be to move as quickly as possible to develop a document that can exert an influence over the planning process and the infrastructure discussions
that accompany it. This is because the T & F Group recognise that the ball is already rolling insofar as there is a current application (from Mayfair 500) for
development of part of the site. Starting with the intention in early April 2021 to aim for a better-developed version of this paper by the summer of 2021, it is
planned that iterations of this paper will contain updated timescales that ensure the Group maintains a good momentum to achieve real progress.
3. Which Strategy?

Agenda Item 6

The LSSHS occupies a swathe of land behind the South side of the High Street stretching between the Post Office in Church Square to the Duncombe Drive car
park. (CBC have a good map of this area that will be needed for the public consultation paper). The development of this area represents a major strategic
opportunity for the centre of Leighton Buzzard. The land is currently in multiple ownership; a key issue will be whether the most realistic redevelopment
strategy is one that covers a comprehensive redevelopment of the whole of LSSHS, or whether a step-by-step approach could produce earlier progress
without sacrificing the strategic potential of the whole. Current CBC planners’ advice is that the step by step approach should be able to produce this earlier
progress without sacrificing the overall strategic opportunity.

4. Development Scope
In no special order, the more obvious candidate elements of the redevelopment strategy appear to be
Use of space

Comments
(CBC paper suggests a total area of around 2.5 hectares)

1

Retail

2

Residential

3

Hospitality

4

Public/community

5
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Essential or “social”
services

6

Business

Discussion needed to review the current retail offer in the town alongside the
implications of the move towards on-line shopping pushed by the current
pandemic. Smaller specialist shops?
Accepted that residential development will be a key driver for developers
wanting to make things happen – and a key producer of infrastructure yield to
fund other elements.
E.g. hotel: coffee-shop(s); café(s): “pub”/bar(s): Possibly an early project, i.e. the
current Mayfair 500 Travelodge application.
E.g. performance space with accompanying facilities: meeting rooms: museum:
tourism office: etc. This element is expanded below.
Candidates are e.g Policing Hub; re-located Town Council offices: relocated
TacTic Centre outreaching young people: daytime meeting spaces for older
people particularly living alone: a Mens’s Shed facility: etc
a) Start-up business units
b) If evidence suggests shortage of space in the town centre, e.g. for “hot-desk”
rented office space for meetings.
The Leighton Buzzard Health Hub? A permanent vaccination centre?
A local college outpost?

7
8
9

Health
Education
Childrens play
(indoor/outdoor)
10 Indoor market
11 Restaurant(s)
12 Car parking
13 Heritage display
14 Conference centre

Possible
Space
Allocation
16%

Generating
footfall when
during day?
9-5

40%

8%

8 till late

14%

9 till late

4%

9 -5 mostly

3%
2%
2%

9-4

2%

9-4

A permanent crafts-oriented market.
1%
Say, an 8 till 6 affordable hot-food operator and a 7 till 11 higher-price facility. – 3%
depends partly on the Mayfair 500 application.
Probably multi-storey – 500 cars
8%
For example, a narrow-gauge engine with sand cars on rails – or a replica Vickers
Vimy plane.
Separated out from the public/community item

Possible phasing
(Early/mid/late)

This list will be incomplete; discussion will improve it. The suggested space allocations are simply intended to generate discussion and to ensure that the
discussions over public/community use are anchored financially and therefore space-wise to the whole development. The Town Council may need to be
tenacious in pressing for adequate non-residential space allocations.
The footfall column looks at whether the development can be kept “active” for as many hours as possible rather than closing down at 5.30 pm.
The “Phasing” column will be important insofar as the funds for building a public/community use facility will need to flow from somewhere: it won’t be
realistic to plan that facility to reach completion several years before any residential development is completed.
5. Public/Community space
Some of the candidate uses that have already been suggested are, in no special order, but we will need to get some sort of priority order:

1
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2

3
4

Use

Comment

A partitionable performance space, with spaces for
rehearsals, dressing-rooms, admin office, bar,
community cafe, toilets – acting as a daytime dropin centre as well as a performance event space.
Suggested capacity 500. Capable of live music
performance, theatre events, film shows. With
retractable seating. Income-generating.
Large meeting room e.g. one able to hold 350
seated people for a single meeting. Capable of
flexible seating; rows facing one-way for
performances but more flexible for meetings.
Income-generating.
Small meeting rooms, perhaps six. Capacity 30
seated. Hire-able separately. Income-generating.
Museum/tourism/heritage centre with space for
art and other exhibitions as well as permanent
displays. Small shop for related items. Sufficient
space to accommodate school visits. Some income
generation.

The aim is for
multifunctionality.

Possibly using the
same spaces as
above in order to
make most intensive
use of the spaces.

What current provision exists Priority
in the town, and where is the for T & F
unmet need?
Group
Need to define this clearly
w.r.t the Library Theatre. The
suggested capacity compares
with the Library Theatre’s
170-200 capacity.

Space
Any visible running
allocation costs?
60% in
total

Admin / Marketing
manager: bar staff;
cleaners; ushers,
lighting, stage and
audio staff

Ditto. Which types/size of
meetings are least well
provided for at present in the
town centre?

Part of
the same
60%

Admin staff

10%

Ditto

20%
(sharing
space with
1)

Part-time curator.
Part-time shop staff.

Ditto
Paul Brown of the LB
Archaeological and
Historical Society has
done work on this
possibility.

No current provision in the
town.

Items 1-4 in the table above capture the fair volume of representations that have been received by Group members from members of the arts, cultural and
other sections of the public in recent months. They also capture many of the aspirations voiced by members of the public attending the drop-in event held in
the White House in February 2020. This paper deliberately avoids going into the detail of many of the representations received; doing so now might divert
our focus from the need to establish our preferred direction and strategy.
6. Finance
Starting with the obvious: this will be an expensive part of an expensive re-development. Some hard thought will be needed to identify the likely sources of
funds. There may not be room/finance for some worthy candidate uses. It will be important to harness and energise the undoubted enthusiasm of many of
the public for improved town centre facilities whilst promoting a sense of realism.
a) Possible sources: Negotiated infrastructure grants. Other Arts/Heritage grants including possible Arts/Heritage partners. Capital borrowing. Lottery
funding. Town Centre Government funding.
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b) Operating model: need to look at options, eg directly run by Town Council, or by a Charitable Trust, or through partnership with CBC or with a private
Arts/Heritage funder. Would a Charitable Trust confer funding advantages?
7. Next Steps (suggested)

a) To discuss and develop a revised version of the table at 4. Above that lists suggested elements of the overall development listed at 4. above, that gains
consensus support, especially regarding the preferred allocations of space.
b) To discuss and seek to achieve a consensus view on the table at 5. above listing suggested elements of the Public/Community use, including generating
some estimates of square footage requirements and what our priorities are. We also need to identify areas where we need more input from our own TC
officers or others.
c) To discuss how to tackle item 5 in the table at 4. above, i.e the “Essential or Social Services”.
d) To agree what help is needed from officers re funding (6. above).
e) To identify a timescale for next steps, including at what stage public consultation might begin.

Steve Owen
(Town councillor)
7 April 2021

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP

22 MARCH 2021

AGENDA ITEM 5

SOUTH SIDE COMMUNITY FACILITIES – SUMMARY OF LEARNING AND IDEAS (WORKING DRAFT)

15/02/21. Minute ref. 11/SS
(a)

A suggestion was made for a preliminary paper to be put together giving the options suggested from these
meetings. These options could then be looked at in more detail and either discarded or reviewed as necessary.
Members agreed a vision document giving the options discussed would be a good idea however it might be better
to wait until the Options Analysis had been completed by Cornerstone. This was due to be completed by the end
of March 2021. After discussion, it was suggested that a summary document be prepared by Vivien Cannon with
the assistance of Sam Caldbeck from CBC.

Being clear on the ‘drivers’ for the facility will aid the process of research and decision-making needed.
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What will determine our starting point: RESEARCH
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Documented need – what people are asking for. Level of demand. Quantitative.
Wish list – the desires of who.
Gap analysis – what is lacking in the area/ does this automatically assume the gaps will be used if plugged.
Opportunist approaches – external bodies.
What do we have.
What information is missing.
Feasibility studies – on one or several options.
Regeneration of an existing facility / upgrading / investing in / expanding.
Repurpose

What comes first (listed in no specific order):
a) Culture – does culture combine the arts and the history/heritage themes or are they separate? Specific art forms?
b) Generalist - multi-usage, community/business meeting space, functions – somewhere for large/small scale
gatherings.
c) Competition – what is happening (physical examples/provision), elsewhere.
d) Business incubator - general or specialist, e.g., creative industries.
1

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP

22 MARCH 2021

AGENDA ITEM 5

e) What available research is there – have ideas been tested.
Do we work from a starting point of:
a) Agreed use/ purpose.
b) Agreed financial package – where is money coming from / which of the desire list could be separately and
commercially funded given the demand.
c) Agreed building footprint (available land space).
What is the expectation for addressing the cultural needs of the Town – if the cultural offer is the theme:
a) One large cultural venue.
b) Hub and spoke – linking existing venues under one umbrella of culture and ensuring each specialism, (want or
need), is covered by one of the venues within the Town. (Cultural Strategy)
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Who will own / run the facility?
a) CBC or LLTC ownership.
b) Outsourced management or in-house.
Different ownership models may need to be explored. May depend on whether there is a permanent hirer – tenancies, or
bookings, etc. For example, a cultural venue may be operated separately to a community hall. (Community hall could be
joined with Council office facilities).
Public Consultation:
a) When.
b) Who leads.
c) What on – how many stages.

Considerations:
Functions

Specifications

Comments

2

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP

Facility basics/
essentials

AGENDA ITEM 5

 Access – Disability standards to all
areas – ramps, hearing loops, lifts to
other floors, changing places facility.
 Environmental standards –
incorporate renewable energy use,
e.g., solar panels, heating systems,
etc.
 Communications – internet enabled /
public access to Wi-Fi
 Storage - general.
 Security systems – CCTV, alarms.

Core infrastructure and services needed
regardless of agreed final use.



Bus routes – evening/ weekend
timetables
Parking

Will public transport need to be invested in to
assist access?
Will more parking be needed?
Establish links with rail provider.













Electric
Water
Gas?
Waste
Personal hygiene waste
Cleaning
Maintenance
WiFi – broadband
Phone lines
Security systems/ call out services.
IT / Photocopy – kit and
maintenance.

All contracts or in house, e.g., cleaner/
maintenance?
Green energy suppliers/ systems?



Sprung floor – dance hall / practice
studio.
Natural light sources - fine arts.

These will be determined once the key usage
themes are agreed.

Journey access
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Utilities / services

22 MARCH 2021

Specialist needs:


3

To what extent do we want it to be ‘green’ – a
statement building or happy to compromise?

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP
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Specialist arts equipment – e.g.,
pottery.
Sound proofing – rehearsal / music
activities.
Catering facilities.
Bar facility.
Storage.
Stage / no stage – changing/ ‘green’
rooms.
Motorised tiered seating.
Gallery / Exhibition space.
Business hub – business tools
access to broadband, IT kit,
photocopying, etc.
Meeting room facilities- presentation
equipment, wite boards, etc.

Capacity verses
versatility of space

Staffing considerations -

AGENDA ITEM 5
Understanding what each specialism entails
will determine the space required.
In turn, this starts to focus us on the footprint
of the building and what the overall financial
package is or needs to be.
e.g.,
- access to natural light will strongly
impact on use as fine arts a studio
space.
- Storage – always an underestimated
need.
- Stage – and all the stage kit of lighting,
sound, that entails.
- Sprung floor will determine whether it is
used for rehearsal space / dance
classes.
- catering - serviceable area for users or
café?
No straightforward like-for-like yet to provide a
comparison e.g.
theatre style / banquet / standing:
- Neeld:
217 / 170
/ 350
- Rufus:
200 / 120
/ 250
- LB Library:
160 / / - Astral Park:
/ 140
/ -









-

Centre Manager
General Admin
In-house technician/s
Marketing/Promotions
Security
Ushers
Volunteer coordinator

-

4

A split between a core of professionals
and volunteers.
Option to buy-in services, e.g., box
office/ticketing, marketing, TBC
Depends on the ;’specialism’ needed.

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP
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AGENDA ITEM 5

?

IDEAS / OPTIONS – more detailed thoughts
Meeting / breakout
 Variety of sizes or all one size?
rooms

Conference facility
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Exhibition Space

Museum or Heritage
Centre or Arts

Café/bar
Arts and Performance
Space

5

Wide variety of clubs, societies etc have
indicated such facilities would be useful and
there is a demand. Would allow workshops,
some other activities (parties?) etc. A central
location for mother/toddler groups could also
be considered
There is an absence of a significant central
facility – would a hotel on the site provide
instead? Social functions, dinners, receptions,
product launches and events like weddings
could also be catered for though this may be
possible with something less formal than a
conference facility (eg larger meeting room
above).
Could be used also for other activities but
organisations like the LB Historical Society or
Arts Society would welcome central facility
There is a notable lack of such a facility in the
town and many artefacts etc in garages, lofts
etc as well as an active Historical Society. A
visitor centre would be an attraction.
Ancillary and complementary to other uses as
well as providing income
There is evidence of a void in a suitable
reasonably sized facility in the town for the
performing arts with numerous
individuals/organisations in the town who have
expressed their interest in using one if it were
available. Retractable seating would enable a
multi-use space ( e.g., Chippenham). Would

SOUTH SIDE TASK AND FINISH GROUP

22 MARCH 2021

need to be complementary to what the Library
Theatre is able to offer. Rehearsal space and
a dance area are also relevant in this context,
though there could be an overlap with meeting
rooms above.
The Rufus Centre at Flitwick profitably houses
a number of small businesses, and business
start up/hot desk facilities could also be
considered. At present Leighton-Linslade start
up businesses have to look to Dunstable etc
for an office facility.

Small business facilities

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONSIDERATION
Town Council Offices
Previous development brief.
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Soft Play Facility
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LLTC corporate objective. Added to
Partnership List (LLTC/CBC)

Police Hub

6

The possible relocation of the Town Council
from the White House has also been
suggested. This is a very significant item were
it to be considered but could be linked e.g.
with any Central Bedfordshire Council
presence in the town. Consideration could
also be given to relocation of the TACTIC
children’s centre.
Potential for community rooms to be part of
the same facility – maximising use of rooms if
not in use by council, e.g., committee
meetings.
This has been mentioned as a candidate for a
central location (though it could be argued
given size of premises required, parking etc
that a less central position is preferable).
If even more of a long shot, there is
considerable lobbying at present to get a
publicly accessible police hub in the centre of
town as part of an enhanced police presence
rather than the current small facility (not
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LLTC corporate plan to seek alternative
venue for TACTIC youth services.

Cinema
Art lessons

Page 19

Early Years groups
Existing facilities

Performing arts
Business

Invest in existing facilities to repurpose
and/or broaden their use and remit.
Performance space vs rehearsal space
incubator
start up space
hot-desk (working from home)

AGENDA ITEM 5
accessible by the public) shared with the fire
service.
House the TACTIC in a new venue releases
the building in Hockliffe St – sell to contribute
to a new venue or it can house a
museum/heritage venue.
This incorporates increasing access to positive
activities for young people depending what
facilities are included / audience development
for future participation in the arts.
Library theatre
Specific art forms such as pottery may require
dedicated space to the equipment
used/needed e.g., pottery wheels.
Permanent or at certain times.
e.g., Tiddenfoot,
What gaps do other facilities have that they
want to fill?
Potential focus on Creative arts

Other/Comments (22/03/21):
Little Luvvies – children’s dance, singing, drama – seeking larger space to buy/rent land.
Artist’s workshops – art lessons/pottery lessons.
Community meeting space / Performing arts / Some things exist / Something don’t exist / Starter businesses /
Space / locations /
7
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